What we hear can rapidly alter what we see. A new study provides evidence for a mechanism in which 10 Hz oscillations in the visual system define the time window for integrating auditory and visual information.
A striking example how sound alters vision is the sound-induced double flash illusion: if a single flash of light is presented with two auditory beeps in rapid succession, we often perceive two flashes of light instead of one [1] .The likelihood of this illusory flash is heavily dependent on the time between the two beeps: the probability of perceiving an illusory 'second flash' rapidly declines as the beeps are separated in time by more than about a tenth of a second. This 100 ms cutoff may reflect a fundamental feature of our visual system: a temporal window of integration during which inputs from the other sensory systems are weighted to determine a unified interpretation of an event. In this issue of Current Biology, Cecere et al. [2] report that the length of this temporal window of integration is tightly linked to individual differences in the frequency of the occipital alpha rhythm, which cycles approximately every 100 ms (10 Hz) .
The alpha wave is the most prominent waveform that can be measured from the human brain. The amplitude of the wave increases when our eyes are closed, and typically decreases when we are presented with novel visual information. Moreover, it has been used as a reliable marker of a brain region's involvement in a given task, with reduced alpha reflecting greater cortical engagement [3, 4] . Interestingly, however, evidence from recent studies [5] [6] [7] suggests that this rhythmic activity may be more than a marker of engagement, but rather an active, functional mechanism for the integration of information in time and cross-regional communication, as not just the magnitude, but also the phase of the alpha waveform can partially predict perception of near threshold visual stimuli [8, 9] . In turn, this has led some to propose that each alpha cycle acts as a gateway for visual information integration [10] . Cecere et al. [2] elegantly adapted and applied this theory to make clear, testable predictions about the conditions in which the sound-induced flash would be perceived ( Figure 1 ). According to this model, the perception of the second flash depends on whether the second beep falls within a window of integration, which is determined by the duration of an individual's occipital alpha wave cycle.
In their first experiment, Cecere et al. [2] measured electroencephalography (EEG) while participants judged whether they perceived one or two flashes, systematically varying the time lag between the first and second beep to find the behavioural inflection point, the tipping point that determined whether one or two flashes were perceived. As predicted by the model, participants with slower, longer wavelength occipital alpha activity were more likely to have an inflection point at a longer inter-beep delay. The authors noted, however, that this correlation between brain activity and behavior is insufficient to identify occipital alpha as the cause of individual differences in behavior. The shift in the temporal window of illusory flash perception could be caused by a third, unknown mechanism which varies across individuals, and is coincidentally associated with a shift in alpha frequency. For example, previous studies [11] have shown changes in oscillatory peak frequency as a secondary consequence of shifts in underlying neural excitation or inhibition.
To provide evidence for occipital alpha as the causal factor of the temporal dependency in the double flash illusion, Cecere et al. [2] sought to induce a frequency shift in these oscillations directly by applying a mild, transcranial alternating current (tACS) at and around each individual's alpha frequency. This technique has previously been shown to rhythmically alter the transmembrane potential of the stimulated region, increasing the prevalence of oscillations at the stimulation frequency [12] . Their model predicted that slower alpha stimulation (e.g., 8 Hz) would lead to increased perception of the illusory flash at the illusion inflection point (w100 ms) because of a longer window of integration, while faster alpha stimulation (e.g., 12 Hz) would lead to decreased perception at the inflection point. Their prediction was confirmed, providing key evidence that alpha oscillations play a role in determining the temporal window of the sound-induced double-flash illusion.
But is the double-flash illusion an example of dysfunctional or functional audiovisual integration? Cecere et al. [2] suggest that the perception of the second flash is the result of an increase in cortical excitability triggered in visual cortex by the second beep [13] when the beep is presented within an alpha cycle of the flash. This sound-induced pulse of visual excitability could be the unfortunate consequence of establishing a connection between audition to vision, leading to an artifact: the illusory flash. Alternatively, the perception of the second flash could result from a fundamental positive function of auditory-to-visual communication; to resolve mismatched or ambiguous auditory and visual information through Bayesian inference [14] , determining a single, coherent, integrated percept based, in part, on the odds of co-occurrence. Given the superior temporal resolution of the auditory system, 'two flashes' could be a logical conclusion based on real-world experience. This functional interpretation is supported by a recent study [15] that found a positive relationship between cross-regional alpha coherence and improved weighting of auditory evidence in duration perception.
If an alpha frequency oscillation determines the functional window of integration, what is the physical substrate of this oscillation? It could be that the gating of information is directly dependent on the alpha field potential, the signal as measured with EEG. However, scalp EEG alpha phase explains only a small amount of inter-trial variability observed in human perception and local field potential appears to impose only modest phasic changes in primate firing rate [16] . A robust, functional, phasic alpha mechanism of cross-modal integration would thus likely depend on direct, cross-regional thalamo-cortical connections, such as those previously shown to be involved during spatial selective attention [17] , with the phase at least partially determined by sources in the thalamus [18] . It is possible that a large share of the influence of tACS comes from influencing these endogenous networks. Recent in vitro and in vivo studies [19, 20] in ferrets and rodents have shown that modest perturbations in transmembrane potential can lead to non-linear, substantial shifts in the phase and frequency of existing network activity, though the neurophysiological consequences of alternating current stimulation on a system as complex as the awake human brain remain to be clarified. Further basic research will be needed to determine the nature of the alpha-based mechanism that has been shown in the present report to so dramatically affect perception.
To conclude, new and mounting evidence supports a mechanistic link between the time window of audiovisual integration and the alpha rhythm in the human brain. Further study will be required to elucidate the substrate of this mechanism and determine how it underlies the coordination of perception in our everyday lives.
